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Qualitative Research (Focus Groups)
• Explores attitudes, behavior, experiences and in-depth
opinions - why people think what they think/why they do
what they do.
• A guided discussion of around 10 participants who
share similar characteristics of interest (e.g. Voters, self
identified party supporters, age, employment status,
gender)
• Participants are not chosen through a random sampling
process, however are randomly selected from various
locations
• Not representative, but indicative – findings cannot be
extrapolated to larger populations
• Helps shape quantitative survey design

Quantitative Research (surveys)
• Explores what people think or do
• Generates statistics
• Representative of population – so if
14% of the people surveyed think
something, then 14% of the whole
population in Albania thinks that
• Reaches many more people, but the
contact with those people is shorter
than in case of FGs.

Public Opinion Research and Advocacy:!
What it is - and is not
OBarriers and public attitudes
OProvides a pathway
ODoesn’t assume poll results are news

items

Assumptions !
OResearch to show how bad

citizens think things are does
not change the situation by
itself

Assumptions !
Why do research?
OWithout research, we are flying blind
ODemocracy gap may not as big to bridge
ODemocratic process…BORING
OIt’s right for every type of campaign
OPolling is too expensive?
OEven more research to poll!

Assumptions
OSophisticated tool
OYou have to be a teacher
OPartners may think they know more
OJust because there’s a lot of polling,

doesn’t mean it’s any good
ONot for amateurs
OIssues around minority rights/gender/LGBT,
require a deeper analysis of perceptions
and stereotypes

Research as a!
Technical Support Tool !
OEmpowering
OMakes eﬀorts better targeted and can be organized

in a way to use a poll to teach them about public
opinion
OStages to involve partners:
ODevelopment of a concept
OWriting of questions/organization or script
ODecisions on methodology and focus
OPresentation of results
OGo-between to a local firm
OTo be used for: public messages, targeting plans,
outside material, insider information/coalition
building

Examples from Ukraine
Protecting the Right to Freedom of Assembly &
Increasing the Political Participation of Women

Background !
Protecting the Right to Assemble
OAssembly rights are controversial with the current

government – framing matters
OTesting tool of petition
ONeeded a hook with citizens for a petition
campaign
ONeeded to test from a political standpoint to get
political party support – help set the agenda
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What was at Stake
• Freedom of Assembly rights under threat
without a legal framework
• Civil society groups in Ukraine were not
engaging average citizens as part of advocacy
• Increasing authoritarian government
• Low awareness and support for assembly rights
in Ukraine
• High visibility of certain protests and polarize
the public

Ombudsman
for human
rights,
greeting
peaceful
protesters
when her car
was blocked
from
Parliament

Increasing violence against
peaceful protesters, 2011-2012
(LGBT rights activists and
protesters for economic rights)

Without clear rules, police were cracking down, violating
principles of assembly enshrined in the constitution, and some
protesters begin to take things into their own hands..

Meanwhile,
FEMEN got all
the media
attention…in
some ways
making
assembly
rights look
extreme

A public petition drive is viewed as the method of protecting democratic freedoms
that would make the greatest impact in Ukraine, followed by demonstrations.
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Fully half of Ukrainians believe that the freedom of assembly is either extremely or very important to
democracy in Ukraine. Although the terminology used produces a difference in people’s willingness to
attend a protest, the wording differences do not impact perceptions of the importance of the freedom of
assembly. Just 3% believe this freedom is not important at all.
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Darker colors used to indicate intensity.

Ukrainians are more likely to vote for parties that
support freedom of assembly, especially in the West.

+26
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Example: Message Do’s and Don’t’s (Freedom of Assembly)
Do…

Don’t…

Do use the term “peaceful” in referring to Freedom of Don’t use constructs of the term that allow people to
Assembly, protests
associate it with violence or disruptions
Do appeal to Ukrainians’ sense of national pride in
arguing for protection of Freedom of Assembly
Do appeal to sense of unity and the fundamental
strength of Ukraine’s system of government and
democracy

Don’t compare the current situation in Ukraine to
Belarus
Don’t highlight partisan differences, as Ukraine’s
strength is greater than any single Party

Do appeal in broad terms to Ukrainian people’s
Don’t reference Orange Revolution
historical sacrifice to define the nation’s destiny
Do tie political crackdown on Freedom of Assembly to
economic decline and concentration of power among
elite
Don’t refer to macro-economic indicators, such as
inflation and integration with the rest of Europe
Do position Freedom of Assembly as a way to help
citizens restore basic economic fairness and improve
their economic well-being (on such issues as taxes,
pensions, utility and gas prices)
Don’t overplay the level of threat to Freedom of
Assembly as Ukrainians see other freedoms as in far
greater jeopardy

Do refer to freedoms that are perceived to be under
threat (impartial judiciary, openness in government, Don’t refer to freedoms that are not as perceived to
fair elections, freedom and equality of economic
be under threat (i.e. religious freedom, freedom of
opportunity)
speech, Freedom of Assembly, freedom of the press,
independence of education institution from the
power)
Do use recent events to bolster salience of the issue
(e.g. tax, pension, protests)
Do position Freedom of Assembly as a way to compel
power to deliver results for the people, not just
themselves and their political contributors.
Do be prepared to push back against assertions that
FoA comes at the expense of functioning economy

From 2011-2013, peaceful
protests were organized
all across Ukraine, in
every oblast, on average
of 8 per day.

In talking about other freedoms…
Do…

Don’t…

Do refer to threats to an
impartial judiciary
Do refer to threats to
openness in power
(government)
Do refer to threats to fair
elections

Don’t refer to threats to
an independent judiciary
Don’t refer to threats to
transparency in power
(government)
Don’t refer to threats to
free elections
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Background !

Women’s Political Participation
OFirst of its kind research
OThe medium was the message (focus groups)
OTackling stereotypes
OPerceived barriers and solutions
OEvaluating perception of caucus
OEmpowering messengers

Key Finding from Focus Groups: Cynicism about
politics is an obstacle for perceiving the value of women in
public office
Women in Ukraine are frustrated by corruption by politicians and in power
as well as economic failure. They do not yet link those failures to men
controlling power, nor do they feel empowered to do something about it
for the most part. While this has facilitated disaﬀection and made women
anti-all politicians, the opportunity to make the linkage to men’s control
and build support for women’s involvement awaits.

Participants generally found the statements by
political leaders about women to be offensive and
insulting.
“Someone says our government is huge, other say there are no women in the government, there is
no one to look at during the session of the Cabinet of Ministers. Merely boring people. With all my
respect to women – it is not the women’s business to carry out reforms” – Mykola Azarov
“To switch on Ukraine it would be enough to have a look at Ukraine, when the chestnut start to
blossom in Kyiv. And when women start to take oﬀ their clothes in the cities of Ukraine. This is
amazing to have a look at this beauty” – Viktor Yanukovych
“…This has become our tradition and in principle this is the Christian mentality, which says that a
man is the creature of the higher level, because a woman was made out of Adam’s rib. This
means she is standing on a lower level” – Volodymyr Lytvyn

• “They have no regard for women.” – Employed mother in her fifties from Ranevychi
• “I think they underestimate. A woman can do much more than they think. A
woman, who would win instead of Yanukovych, would do much more, than that
Yanukovych.” – An unemployed woman in her twenties from Drogobych
• “My attitude is negative. Yanukovych speaks with some kind of cynicism but Lytvyn
is a man of education and how could he say such nonsense.” – A pensioner in her
upper fifties from Koziatyn
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Example: Message Do’s and Don’t’s
DO

DON’T

Talk about curtailing corruption, incorporate political
reforms as a first step in achieving meaningful change for
the broken political system

Discuss the importance of political
participation as having its own benefits

Highlight that having men in power has not Try to present women as necessarily more
solved the problems
honest or important than men, just more in
touch
Play up the connection between men, politics, Talk about elections as a check on corruption
ambition, business and corruption
– women do see elections as already
corrupted
Talk about power being out of touch

Be broadly dismissive of the way things used
to be

Focus on future generations, especially Assume that opposition Parties are perceived
daughters and granddaughters
to be a solution to the country’s problems
Highlight that women are in touch with the Make process-oriented arguments (e.g. the
lives of ordinary Ukrainians
merits of political engagement, the failure to
enforce Article 24 of the Constitution, etc.)
Provide specific solutions to women’s End messages on a criticism of the status quo,
concerns about the economy, unemployment, which only accentuates cynicism and apathy
and the rising cost of living

Nearly half of Ukrainians know there are too few women in elected office. Demonstrating how women
are different, and priming the areas where they are perceived as better managers than men, can help
convert this sentiment into greater support for women candidates.
Disproportionate Not Enough

% Not
Enough

Russian women

69

UDAR women

67

Chose not to vote women

65

College-educated women

63

Amount of Women in Elected
Office

+41
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Is it your sense that there are more than enough women in elected office, enough, or not enough women in elected office?

There are significant gender differences on many traits. The traits of sharing your values, having the right
priorities, standing up for people like you, being financially responsible, knowing what they’re doing,
bringing about change, being effective and able to get results and bring order are ones where men believe it
describes men better and women believe that it describes women better.

Traits Where Women Give Women the Advantage and Men Give Men the Advantage
Net Women’s
Advantage Overall

Net Women’s Advantage
Among Women

Net Men’s Advantage
Among Men

Difference

Share your values

+15

42

16

58

Have the right priorities

+10

25

8

33

Stand up for people like
you

+4

21

16

37

Financially responsible

+3

21

18

39

Know what they’re doing

-6

9

23

32

Will bring about change

-8

8

28

36

Effective and get results

-9

5

27

32

-14

1

31

32

Traits

Able to bring order
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*Asked of ½ the

Gender-Based Issue Advantages
Men

Women have decisive advantages on a
host of key issues, including child care,
health care, education, and ending gender
discrimination. For the most part, this set
of issues reinforces the qualities that
women are already seen as possessing.
There is less disagreement by gender on
the issues than there is on the traits.

Women

Net

Both/
Neither

+86

10

+61

19

+58

21

+44

28

+42

32

Importance to You
Personally

Net
-6

Fathers and
respondents of
Ukrainian heritage
refute the personal
relevance of having
more women
elected officials.
Unmarried women,
mothers with
children at home,
and respondents
with Russian
heritage are more
convinced of the
consequence.

-30
+12
-35
+20

-39
+19
-28
+12

-11
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+15

Messaging and education on the topic of gender inequality has an
impact, with increased numbers of respondents saying it is important to
support qualified women candidates by the end of the survey.
Importance of Supporting Qualified Woman Running for Elected
Oﬃce Because of She is a Woman*

Initial

+37

24

Final
Responses By Gender

+51

Responses By Gender

Among Men

49% important,
37% less important

Among Men

59% important,
33% less important

Among
Women

73% important,
17% less important

Among
Women

84% important,
12% less important

The groups who disproportionately shift toward seeing women in office as personally
important tend to be people living in the Western region, those who believe the
Communist Party best represents their views, mothers, and adults in their forties.

Initial to Final Shift: Personal Importance of Having
More Women Elected Officials
Disproportionate Shift Important
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% Toward Imp.

Western region

29

Communist Party

29

Mothers

23

40-49 year olds

23

Text of Messages
Out of Touch
Power is out of touch with the people, ignoring people’s real-life problems. Women candidates who know what the price of milk and bread
is, moms who know what it’s like to worry about how their child is doing at school, and daughters who are trying to care for aging parents
who have reduced health care and pensions—they all are the best representatives of our values and concerns who will deliver on our
priorities.
Women’s Voices
Women’s voices are too important and their number is too large to go unrepresented in power. We need the voices of women—of mothers,
grandmothers, and daughters in politics to stand up for future generations by investing in schools, health care, and child care. Power has
failed to address our concerns, but by engaging in politics, women can improve their lives, the lives of their children and families, and all of
Ukraine.
Economic Equality
As the country’s wealth is being concentrated in the hands of a small group of people, we need more people in power who are in touch with
the lives of ordinary Ukrainians. Corruption has permeated our power and our work places, and we have not seen results. We need women
in political oﬃce to address such pertinent issues as health care, pensions, the rising costs of living, and basic economic and social
fairness.
Gender Equality
Women have had the opportunity to break through in other areas of life and in diﬀerent professions. Political life should not be diﬀerent.
Gender equality means equality in terms of opportunities, rights, benefits, responsibilities, and security and access to control over
resources. Equality does not mean that women and men become the same, but that their access to these does not depend on whether they
were born male or female.
New Lens
We often hear that women are the neck and men are the head. But women lack real authority in most aspects of daily life. This is especially
problematic for the younger generation of women and girls. We need more women in power, alongside men, checking their influence, and
shaping and cultivating our society, so all women’s concerns are addressed and women’s potential is realized.
Reform
We need power that comes together to deliver results for the people. Corruption in business and politics is hurting ordinary Ukrainians. But
to change political culture, we need to change who we send to represent us and our interests. We need people who are not benefitting from
the ties to corruption, like women, to go to power and curtail these practices by introducing overdue political reforms as a first step in
achieving change.
Broken System
Politicians too often come to power to advance their own interests. As a result, little gets done for ordinary Ukrainians. We are facing
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economic issues that have impacted our families’ and our children’s futures. We need women to vote for and enact the changes we and
our families need. Women leaders bring ideas and solutions as well as the ability to work with others to get things done so that the people’s

Message Triangle
Play up existing strengths for
women

• Issue strengths:
• Education
• Health care
• Child care
• Equal rights (and economic
equality for all Ukrainians).
• Personal & Stylistic Strengths:
• Honesty
• Fairness
• Justice
Increasing
• Warmth and empathy

Build a profile on issues &
dimensions where women trail and
where voters want action
• Amplifying women’s advantages on
honesty, fairness, and justice can serve as
an entrée point to economic issues (a vetted
economic plan can also help enhance
women’s bona fides)…
• Job creation
• Industry
• Wealth inequality
• Cracking down on corruption

the
• …and building a profile on dimensions of
Personal Salience of toughness, leadership, and the ability to
resolve crises and bring order.
Electing Women to Power

Drive a contrast with the status quo, using vulnerabilities Ukrainians ascribe to men,
and define the call for change on terms favorable to women
• Too many of those in power are out of touch with the people, too tied to the oligarchs, and in politics to serve themselves. This corruption has
permeated our power and our work places. It’s time for a change.
• As the country’s wealth is being concentrated in the hands of a small group of people, we need leaders with a strong sense of justice and fairness,
who are in touch with the lives and struggles of ordinary Ukrainians.
• Women candidates know what the price of milk and bread is; they also know the cost to families, children, and our entire country when power
prioritizes the interests of an elite few over jobs and economic prosperity for all.
• By engaging in politics, women can improve the lives of their children and families, and all Ukrainians.

When asked to set an agenda for the Equal Opportunities Caucus, the public draws direction from its name,
prioritizing the guarantee of equal rights and opportunities above all else. The issue prioritization for the
caucus follows women’s concerns more closely than men’s, as many kitchen-table economic issues top the
list.

Top Issue Priority for the Equal Opportunities
Caucus

Regardless of how you feel about the Equal Opportunities Caucus, what is the one issue you on which you would like to see it focus?

